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✵Pre-Test Name ....................................

Class ............ Score ...........

Vocabulary
A Write the words in the correct columns.

pen � bathroom � orange � mum
brother � white � green �

dining room � kitchen � notebook
living room � ruler � purple � grandpa

B Circle the word that doesn’t belong.

D Look at the pictures. Circle the correct
answer.

Rooms of the house Colours

Family School Supplies

1. sofa table face cupboard

2. eyes nose mouth kitchen

3. teacher waiter socks taxi driver

4. mum sister house grandma

5. teacher bread milk vegetable

6. shoes trousers eyes skirt 

C Match the words to the pictures.

in � near � on � under

2. ___________ 1. ___________

/ 6

1. Alison is tall / short.

2. Bill is young / old.

3. Sylvia has got short / long hair.

4. Dan is fat / young.
/ 4

E Find ten verbs in the puzzle. Then
match each verb to the correct picture. 

s p e a k a r

t s u l c p u

a i n f l y n

n n w r i t e

d g j u m p a

s w i m b o t

4. ___________ 3. ___________
/ 20

Alison Bill Sylvia Dan

6. ___________

3. ___________

4. ___________

5. ___________

2. ___________

1. ___________

8. ___________

9. ___________

10.___________

7. ___________

/ 14

/ 6
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/ 4

D Write the words in the correct columns.Grammar
A Choose the correct answer. 

1. John and Sue is / are in the house.

2. My brother is / are a good student.

3. No, I am not / are not a teacher.

4. The girls has got / have got a dog.

5. Have / Has they got three cats?

6. She hasn’t got some / any cereal.

7. We have got some / a biscuits.

8. There is / There are an old man.

9. There is / There are three students in
the class.

10. Elephants can / can’t talk.

/ 20

✵Pre-Test

biscuit � juice � bread � apple 

Countable Uncountable 

/ 8

C Complete the sentences with the verbs
in brackets. Use the Present Continuous.

1. Larry _______________ (give) a banana
to the monkey now.

2. ___________ the children __________
(play) together this morning?

3. I _______________ (not listen) to the
conversation.

4. You _______________ (sit) on my
jacket!

B Complete the sentences with the verbs
in brackets. Use the Present Simple.

1. I _______________ (work) at the police
station every day.

2. Bob _______________ (not like) pizza.

3. Kelly _______________ (go) to school
at 8 am.

4. ___________ Jeff ___________ (speak)
French?

/ 8

Writing
Write the sentences correctly. Add capital
letters and punctuation.

1. my name is brenda

______________________________

2. he goes to france every september

______________________________

3. we are on holiday in belgium

______________________________

4. john plays tennis every tuesday

______________________________

5. they speak french and english at home

______________________________

/ 10

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about yourself.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________

/ 10
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Vocabulary
A Write the correct words below.

B Look at the picture. Then complete the
sentences with the words below.

✵
Pre-Test
Revision Worksheets

arm � ear � eye � finger � foot 
hair � hand � leg � nose � toe 

jacket � shirt � dress � skirt
tracksuit � hat � jeans � jumper

1. Deborah is wearing a ___________ .

2. Sam is wearing a ___________ , a
___________ and ___________ .

3. Lisa is wearing a ___________ and a
___________ .

4. Pete is wearing a ___________ and a
___________ .

C Find 12 foods and drinks. List the
words below.

D Match each word to its opposite.

1. tall __  a. old

2. young __  b. open

3. rich __  c. thin

4. closed __  d. poor

5. fat __  e. short

1. ___________ 7. ___________

2. ___________ 8. ___________

3. ___________ 9. ___________

4. ___________ 10. ___________

5. ___________ 11. ___________

6. ___________ 12. ___________

PeteLisaSamDeborah

1. _______

2. _______

3. _______

4. _______

5. _______

6. _______
10. _______

9. _______

7. _______

8. _______

g w a t e r b s o

r c f e m l i w c

a a m i l k s e h

p r b j u i c e i

e r e r a b u t c

s o f t d r i n k

g t e g g e t r e

e c e r e a l a n

l e f a s d e s t

chicken

ear

dress

1
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3

✵
Pre-Test
Revision Worksheets

1. The supermarket is ___________ the
cinema.

2. The bus is ___________ the post office.

3. The bicycle is ___________ the bus.

4. The post office is ___________ the
supermarket and the bank.

5. The bus driver is ___________ the bus.

6. A ball is ___________ the bus.

7. A cat is ___________ the car.

E Look at the picture and complete the sentences below.

behind � between � in front of � next to � in � under � on

Reading

Today Barbara and David are spending
the day at the zoo.There are many
animals at the zoo – and Barbara and
David want to see them all.
Barbara’s favourite animal is the big
black gorilla. It has got a big head and
long arms.The gorilla is eating a banana
and is making funny faces at Barbara.
David likes the elephant.The elephant’s
name is Zena. She has got big ears and a
long nose. Zena is standing and drinking
water. David wants a drink, too.
Now Barbara and David are in front of
the tiger’s and bear’s cages but the
children can’t see the tiger and bear.
They are sleeping! Barbara and David
decide that it is time for them to go
home.They are tired and want to go to
sleep soon, too.

1. ____________________

2. ____________________

3. ____________________

4. ____________________

1

2

4

A Read the text. Then write the names of
the animals on the lines below.

T F
1. Barbara and David are at the

zoo.

2. The gorilla is black.

3. The gorilla is eating a tree.

4. The gorilla is making funny
faces at David.

5. David wants a drink.

6. Zena has got small ears and
a long nose.

7. The children don’t see the 
tiger and the bear.

8. The children go home 
because they are tired.

✔

B Tick T (true) or F (false).

next to

tiger
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✵
Pre-Test
Revision Worksheets

B Complete the sentences with am not,
isn’t or aren’t.

A Complete the sentences with am, is or
are.

Grammar

C Circle the correct verbs.

D Complete the sentences with the verbs
in brackets. Use the Present Simple.

1. My uncle _______ rich.

2. _______ bananas good for you?

3. London _______ in England.

4. I _______ tall and thin.

1. I _______ at the seaside.

2. The magazines _______ in the bedroom.

3. Jill _______ next to Paul.

4. He _______ a good tennis player.

1. Nancy have got / has got a party hat.

2. My cousins have got / has got a boat.

3. I have got / has got a bicycle.

4. Have / Has the cake got twelve candles?

5. We have got / has got some grapes.

6. Have / Has Joe got a dog? 

7. They hasn’t got / haven’t got any food.

8. I hasn’t got / haven’t got any brothers.

1. Liz _______________ (live) on an
island.

2. They _______________ (not go) to the
cinema every Friday.

3. We _______________ (play) tennis
every morning.

4. ___________ your brother
___________ (wear) a jacket to work?

5. He _______________ (fly) to Paris
once a month.

E Complete the sentences with the verbs
in brackets. Use the Present Continuous.

1. Elsa _______________ (run) in the
park now.

2. We _______________ (stand) in the
supermarket right now.

3. __________ you __________ (sit) at
the moment?

4. I _______________ (climb) a
mountain now.

5. _______________ my mother
_______________ (call) me?

6. The police officer _______________
(not shout).

7. They _______________ (eat) lunch
now.

8. The students _______________ 
(not study) German right now.

F Circle the correct words.

1. There is / There are big trees in the forest.

2. Is there / Are there a supermarket next to
the bank?

3. There is / There are many books in the
library.

4. There is / There are twenty people at the
party.

5. There isn’t / There aren’t any milk for
breakfast.

6. Is there / Are there any mountains in
Scotland?

6. Ducks _______________ (swim) in the
river.

7. I _______________ (not study) at night.

8. ___________ John ___________ (start)
work at 8.30?is

am not

is running

lives
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✵
Pre-Test
Revision Worksheets

G Circle the correct words.

1. I want a / an egg for breakfast.

2. There are some / any people in the
restaurant.

3. Have you got a / any pencil?

4. There aren’t some / any dresses in the
shop.

5. Do you want a / some juice?

H Complete the sentences with can or can’t.

Writing
A Write the sentences in the correct order.

1. kitchen / is / bread / in / some / the /
There / .

______________________________

2. an / Her / office / works / mother / in / .

______________________________

3. house / live / big / Do / in / they / a / ?

______________________________

4. teacher / speak / new / His / doesn’t /
French / .

______________________________

5. any / you / Have / grapes / got / ?

______________________________

B Write the sentences correctly. Add
capital letters and punctuation.

1. he can write french but he can’t speak it

_______________________________

2. her father teaches french english and
chinese

_______________________________

3. does robert live in canada

_______________________________

4. jessica plays tennis on thursdays and
saturdays

_______________________________

5. he visits his family in portugal every
december

_______________________________

1. Whales ___________ dance.

2. A turtle ___________ swim.

3. Parrots ___________ write.

4. ___________ a dog fly?

5. A horse ___________ jump.

C Choose the correct answer.

1. He wants a drink but / and some cake.

2. The boys can dance but / and they can’t
sing.

3. I am eating pizza but / and salad.

4. John is tall, thin but / and young.

There is some bread in the kitchen.

can’t

He can write French but he can’t speak it.
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1. ___________

3. ___________

2. ___________

Vocabulary
A Write the correct word under each

picture. 

actor � chef � police officer
doctor � secretary � teacher

C Complete the sentences with the words
below. 

boarding school � glasses � great
holidays � indoor � playground
pop star � sport

B Where do they work? Match A to B.

A B

1. doctor __ a. office

2. chef __ b. theatre

3. secretary __ c. hospital

4. teacher __ d. police station

5. actor __ e. classroom

6. police officer __ f. restaurant

4. ___________

6. ___________5. ___________

1. Madonna is a ___________ .

2. Tom has got new ___________ .

3. Carla lives at her school. She goes to a
___________ .

4. Terry thinks his school is ___________ .

5. Football is my favourite ___________ .

6. The children play in the ___________ 
at school.

7. Our school has got an ___________
playground.

8. We go to London in the ___________ .

/ 12

/ 12

/ 16

D Choose the correct words.

1. We go home in the afternoon / indoor.

2. Jeff goes to ballet school. He studies
classes / classical ballet.

3. The policeman has got a blue uniform /
sport.

4. I study many sandwiches / subjects at
school.

5. The Beatles are famous / dance singers.

/ 10

✵TestUnit 1 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........
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Grammar
A Complete the sentences with am, is or

are. 

1. The restaurant ___________ great!

2. ___________ they actors?

3. I ___________ a good dancer.

4. ___________ he in hospital?

B Complete the sentences with have got
or has got. 

1. We ___________ a new teacher.

2. I ___________ some free time.

3. He ___________ a new guitar.

4. ___________ you ___________
a computer?

C Write the sentences in the negative. 

1. She is very tall.

_______________________________

2. The school has got a big playground.

_______________________________ 

3. They are ballet students.

_______________________________

4. The students have got uniforms.

_______________________________

E Choose the correct verbs. 

1. Are you / Have you got a pencil?

2. The theatre isn’t / hasn’t got big.

3. The boys are / have got blue eyes.

4. He isn’t / hasn’t got a dictionary.

5. The secretary is / has got in the office.

Writing 
Write the words in the correct order.

1. go / I / school / music / a / to / famous / .

_______________________________ 

2. has / job / an / He / got / interesting  / .

_______________________________

3. got / haven’t / We / uniforms / green  / .

_______________________________

4. brother / star / pop / is / My / a  / .

_______________________________

/ 10

/ 8

Total Score..... /100

/ 8

/ 8

/ 8

D Write the sentences in C in the
interrogative.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

/ 8

✵TestUnit 1 

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about your school.

1. _______________________________

_______________________________ 

2. _______________________________

_______________________________

3. _______________________________

_______________________________ 

4. _______________________________

_______________________________

5. _______________________________

_______________________________

/ 10
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Vocabulary
A Match each word to its opposite.

1. big __  a. ugly

2. comfortable __  b. never

3. dirty __  c. messy

4. beautiful __  d. small

5. tidy __  e. uncomfortable

6. always __  f. clean

B Complete the sentences with the words
below.

clean � buy � help � loud � often
shout � turn off

1. ___________ the TV and go to bed!

2. Please ___________ me with my
homework.

3. Rock music is often ___________ .

4. Grandpa doesn’t ___________ at us.

5. I like my bedroom ___________ and
tidy.

6. Kelly ___________ watches TV at the
weekend.

7. My parents don’t ___________ me
everything I want.

C Circle the correct answer. 

1. I ___ go out on Saturday night.
a. bored b. sometimes

2. We ___ with our parents.
a. get on b. turn off

3. The old house is very ___ .
a. loud b. ugly

4. I want to tidy my ___ .
a. weekend b. room

5. My sister ___ eats cereal for breakfast.
a. usually b. ugly

6. Please be quiet! You are too ___ .
a. messy b. loud

/ 14

/ 12

/ 12

/ 12

D Complete the sentences with the words
below. Use the pictures to help you.

clean � big � comfortable
beautiful � angry � messy 

5. The chair is very
____________ .

6. Jack is
____________ .

3. She’s got a
___________ dog.

4. Dad’s car is very
____________ .

1. The room is
____________ .

2. The picture is very
____________ .

✵TestUnit 2 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........
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Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about yourself.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________

B Write the sentences below again. Add the
adverbs of frequency in brackets.

1. I go to bed at 9.00 pm. (never)

_________________________________

2. I don’t eat cereal in the morning. (usually)

_________________________________

3. Do they play music together? (often)

_________________________________

4. The teacher is very strict. (sometimes)

_________________________________

5. We help around the house. (often)

_________________________________

C Complete the sentences. Use the Saxon
Genitive of the words in brackets.

1. ___________ room is always messy. (Ian)

2. This is ___________ teacher. (the boys)

3. ___________ computer is new. (Janis)

4. These are my ___________ photos.
(grandma)

5. ___________ car is very comfortable.
(My parents)

Writing
Write the sentences with capital letters.

1. my name is patrick.

______________________________

2. i live in dublin, ireland.

______________________________

3. i speak english and welsh.

______________________________

4. my birthday is on 6th april.

______________________________

5. i play tennis on tuesdays.

______________________________

/ 10

/ 10

/ 10

/ 20

Total Score..... /100

✵TestUnit 2 

Grammar

A Complete the sentences with the correct
form of the verbs in brackets. Use the
Present Simple.

1. Henry ___________ (speak)
Portuguese.

2. He ___________ (not work) in an
office.

3. ___________ Robert ___________
(understand) the homework?

4. My grandma and grandpa never
___________ (shout) at us.

5. She always ___________ (go) to bed
early.

6. Barbara often ___________ (study) at
the weekend.

7. ___________ the boys ___________
(help) at home?

8. Nora and Sally ___________ (live) in
England.

9. My parents ___________ (not enjoy)
loud parties.

10. My friends ___________ (watch) TV
every evening.

/ 10
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1. ___________ people are dangerous to
society.

2. Liz often ___________ pictures of her
friends.

3. It’s ___________ to play computer
games.

4. Pollution is bad for the ___________ .

5. Your hair is wet. Use a ___________
before you go out.

6. ___________ I have a shower, and
then I have breakfast.

7. Remember to look right and left before
you ___________ the street. 

8. It is important to ___________ our
rain forests.

9. Can you hear the ___________ of the
forest?

10. The ___________ writes the stories
for computer games.

Vocabulary 
A Circle the correct words.

1. This horror film is very scary / difficult.

2. This book is very realistic / easy. My
little brother can read it.

3. They are listening to an interview /
interesting on the radio.

4. We can all protect / test the rain forests.

5. He is cooking dinner in the 
hairdryer / microwave.

6. You can learn a lot from this game. It’s
very educational / violent.

7. This film is easy / boring. I want to go
home.

8. The designer / hairdryer is writing a
computer game.

9. My English teacher is always interesting /
scary. He is never boring.

10. The rain forest is in danger / difficult.

B Match each word to its opposite.

1. first __ a. never

2. easy __ b. boring

3. interesting __ c. final

4. always __ d. imaginary

5. realistic __ e. difficult

C Complete the sentences with the words
below.

cross � designer � draws � fun
environment � first � hairdryer
protect � sounds � violent

/ 20

/ 20

/ 10

✵TestUnit 3 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........
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Grammar

B Complete the sentences with the
correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1. They ___________ (cross) the street
now.

2. We ___________ (play) football every
Friday.

3. I ___________ (like) testing computer
games.

4. She ___________ (eat) lunch at the
moment.

5. He always ___________ (dance) a lot
at parties.

6. Jim ___________ (think) that
computer games are fun.

7. Emily ___________ (write) a song
today.

8. Jim ___________ (cook) lunch in the
microwave every day.

9. Susan and Peter ___________ (love)
playing tennis.

10. Mick and Charles ___________
(watch) television at the moment.

Writing
Write the words in the correct order to
form sentences.

1. tall / am / I / .

_____________________________

2. have / long / hair / got / I / . 

_____________________________

3. often / clothes / wear / I / casual / .

_____________________________

4. wearing / I / today / am / jeans / .

_____________________________

5. enjoy / don’t / films / I / violent / .
_____________________________

/ 20

A Choose the correct verbs.

1. Mark is doing / are doing his homework
now.

2. The children isn’t eating / aren’t eating
their dinner now.

3. Is / Are she talking on the telephone
now?

4. She isn’t shopping / aren’t shopping on the
Internet now.

5. Is / Are they testing a new computer
game at the moment?

C Choose the correct time expressions.

1. I am going to the bookshop every week /
at the moment.

2. They watch television in the evening / now.

3. I’m listening to a radio programme 
in the morning / right now.

4. Does she work at the restaurant every day /
now?

5. We talk on the telephone this evening /
every night.

/ 10

/ 10
Total Score..... /100

/ 10

✵TestUnit 3 

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences describing yourself.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________

/ 10
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✵1Term Test Name ....................................

Class ............ Score ...........

Vocabulary 
A Write the words in the correct columns.

office � stereo � hospital � chef
microwave � designer � hairdryer
artist � police station � secretary

Places Jobs Appliances

B Circle the correct answer.

1. Be careful! That sport is fun / dangerous. 

2. Most police officers have got glasses /
uniforms.

3. That book is easy / boring. Don’t read it.

4. Peter is clean / messy. He never tidies his
room.

5. Have a great theatre / weekend. See you
on Monday.

6. Which sport / pop star do you like better
– football or basketball?

7. The chef is wonderful. His food is 
always / never good.

8. Carl loves the theatre / dance. He wants
to be an actor.

9. My mum never tidies / shouts at me.

10. This restaurant is angry / great.

4. We cook food in the ___________ .

5. I can’t see well. I need ___________ .

6. Ellen goes to ballet school. She’s a good
___________ .

7. We need to ___________ the new
computer game.

8. The film was very ___________ . It’s a
true story.

9. We are trying to ___________ the rain
forests.

10. The opposite of beautiful is
___________ .

C Complete the sentences with the words
below.

dancer � doctor � draw � glasses
microwave � protect � realistic
test � turn off � ugly

1. Please ___________ the television. 

2. Can you ___________ pretty pictures?  

3. You are ill. Go and see the
___________ .

/ 10

/ 10

Reading
Read the passage and tick the correct
names below.

Lucas, Kelly and Jim work at St Vincent’s
Hospital in London. Lucas is a doctor. He
works in the emergency room. His work is
not easy, but it is never boring. Lucas loves
his job.

Kelly is at medical school. She works in the
hospital three days a week. She learns from
the doctors. Her job is very interesting.

Jim has got a white uniform, but he is not a
doctor. He tidies the patients’ rooms and
helps them to wash up. Jim has got an
important job, but it is sometimes very
tiring.

Lucas Kelly  Jim

1. work in a hospital

2. have got interesting jobs

3. has got a tiring job

4. is a student

5. aren’t doctors

/ 20

/ 10

(Units 1-3)
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✵1Term Test

Grammar
A Choose the correct verbs.

1. He is / has got a small dictionary.

2. The girls are / have got a fantastic radio.

3. She is / has got a great dancer.

4. I am / have got a new computer game.

5. We aren’t / haven’t got messy.

6. You have got / are a lot of talent!

7. It isn’t / hasn’t got easy.

8. Are you / Have you got glasses?

9. You are / have got always late.

10. Are they / Have they got tired? 

B Circle the correct time expressions.

1. We are tidying our room now / every day.

2. We always have showers in the morning /
at the moment.

3. He visits his grandparents every year / 
this year.

4. Eliza is taking a test every week / 
right now.

5. Do you help in the house on Fridays /
this morning?

6. Is he watching television at the moment /
in the evening?

7. I am doing my homework this afternoon /
every afternoon.

8. They don’t go to the market on Tuesdays /
this morning.

9. They are having dinner at night / now.

10. I get up at 7 am every day / today. 

C Complete the sentences with the
correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Sheila ___________ (love) music.

2. He never ___________ (go) dancing.

3. They usually ___________ (help) us.

4. I ___________ (not watch) a football
game right now.

5. We ___________ (have) breakfast now.

6. Terry ___________ (not think) the
microwave is dangerous.

7. ___________ Tina ___________ (tidy)
her room at the moment?

8. They ___________ (not study) English
this year.

9. ___________ you ___________ (do)
your homework in the evening?

10. Mick ___________ (want) some chips.

/ 10

/ 10

/ 20

Writing
Write sentences with the words below. Add
capital letters.

1. english / speaks / french / isabel / and / .

________________________________

2. you / tennis / tuesdays / do / on / play / ?

________________________________

3. in / isn’t / june / hallowe’en / august / or / .

________________________________

4. got / in / house / has / lynn / a / london / .

________________________________

5. are / tom / TV / i / watching / and / now /.

________________________________

/ 10

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about your family.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________

/ 10

Total Score..... /100
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✵2Term Test
Name ...................................

Class ............ Score ...........

Vocabulary 
A Write the words in the correct columns.

boat � cloudy � helicopter
lightning � skiing � space shuttle
storm � surfing � volleyball � windy

Transport Weather Sports

C Circle the correct answer.

1. We swim in the sea in the summer /
winter.

2. I wear a helmet / net to protect my head.

3. Tennis players need a ball and boots /
racket.

4. We went cycling / surfing in the park.

5. I rode my brother’s motorcycle / kite
yesterday.

6. He learned to ride / drive a car when he
was 16.

7. Look at the white trees. It’s a cold,
snowy / spring day.

8. Have you got any chewing gum / footsteps
in your pocket?

9. A pilot / ghost flies a plane. 

10. Be careful! That is dangerous / surprised.

1. Kim hit the ___________ over the net.

2. She saw the ghost and ___________ .

3. I like ___________ weather.

4. Kevin is ___________ of dogs.

5. Lynn has got a lot of ___________ in
her room.

6. This is the ___________ tennis racket
you can buy.

7. Listen! Can you hear ___________ ?

8. Terry went to hospital after the car
___________ .

9. I was ___________ to see Melissa at
school today. I thought she was ill.

10. Nick drove too ___________ and
crashed into the bus.

/ 10

/ 10

/ 10

Reading 
Read the text and tick the sentences below
T (true) or F (false).

Last summer, Lynn Carson rode her bicycle
across the United States. The trip started on
5th June in California. There were 20 cyclists
in the group, and Lynn was the youngest.

Every day, the cyclists rode 80 or 90
kilometres. They visited many beautiful
places. It was an exciting time for Lynn.

On 30th August, the cyclists arrived in
Boston. They had a big party and celebrated
the end of their incredible trip.

1. Lynn took a trip to England.

2. The trip began in the autumn.

3. The other cyclists were older 
than Lynn.

4. The cyclists visited 80 or 90 
countries.

5. Lynn finished her trip in the 
winter.

/ 20

ball � best � furniture � footsteps
accident � fast � scared � screamed
sunny � surprised

B Complete the sentences with the words
below.

T F

(Units 4-7)
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✵2Term Test

/ 10

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about what you did at
the weekend.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________
/ 10

Total Score..... /100

feel � buy � fly � swim � watch

1. Mary ___________ (buy) a new bicycle
for £100.

2. I ___________ (drink) all the coffee.

3. We ___________ (arrive) at work at
9.00.

4. Bobby is six years old. He
___________ (start) school last year.

5. The car is clean. I ___________ (wash)
it yesterday.

E Choose the correct words.

1. This boat is __ .
a. her b. hers

2. Do __ play football?
a. you b. your

3. __ house is very old.
a. Their b. Theirs

4. Please give it to __ .
a. my b. me

5. Are these kites __ ?
a. your b. yours

C Choose the correct answer.

1. There is / There are many beautiful flowers
in the spring.

2. How many / How much money have you
got?

3. I have got some / any glue.

4. There wasn’t / There weren’t any milk in
the bottle.

5. How many / How much shirts are there 
in the cupboard?

D Write the comparative or superlative
forms of the adjectives in brackets.

1. Who is the ___________ (short) person
in your family?

2. My computer is ___________ (fast)
than the computer at school.

Grammar
A Complete the sentences with the Past

Simple form of the verbs in brackets.

/ 10

/ 5

/ 5

3. This is the ___________ (happy) day of
my life!

4. What was the ___________
(interesting) dream you ever had?

5. This summer is ___________ (hot)
than last summer.

/ 10

Writing
Choose the correct linking words.

I had an accident with my mum 1. and / but
dad’s car last month. It was a stormy, windy
2. and / because cold night. I lost control
3. but / and crashed into a tree. I was OK,
4. because / but the car was a mess. My
parents weren’t angry 5. because / but they
were happy I wasn’t hurt.

/ 10

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about what you did at
the weekend.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________
/ 10

Total Score..... /100

1. We ___________ a good film last night.

2. Kim ___________ in the sea.

3. I ___________ very surprised.

4. They ___________ over the city in a
helicopter.

5. I ___________ fish for lunch.

B Complete the sentences with the Past
Continuous form of the verbs below.

/ 10
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1. Her car ___________ into a tree.

2. Can you ___________ a boat?

3. The  ___________ flew over the city.

4. She had an ___________ in her car
last week.

5. My brother rides his ___________ to
school.

6. He used a ___________ to jump from
the plane. 

7. We went on a school ___________
last week. We visited Oxford.

8. Don’t leave little children
___________ at home.

9. They were ___________ to see a
woman pilot.

10. Amy Johnson was the first woman to
___________ solo from England to
Australia.

B Circle the correct words.

1. They flew in a hot-air ___ .
a. parachute b. balloon 

2. She rides a ___ to school every day.
a. bicycle b. helicopter 

3. Jim sailed his ___ on the river.
a. boat b. parachute 

4. A ___ drives a tractor.
a. pilot b. farmer 

5. A ___ is a kind of toy.
a. kite b. trip

6. We took a ___ from France to the
United States.
a. taxi b. plane 

7. The government sent a ___ to the
moon.
a. space shuttle b. bicycle 

8. Jenny’s parents have got a small 
blue ___ .
a. trip b. car 

9. The ___ of the plane says that we are
flying over Germany.
a. astronaut b. pilot

10. Are you ___ to see me here?
a. surprised b. arrived

C Complete each sentence with the correct
word below. 

accident � alone � bicycle � crashed
fly � helicopter � parachute � sail
surprised � trip

/ 20

/ 10

/ 20

Vocabulary 
A Write each word under the correct picture.

surprised � pilot � accident � boat � alone

5. ___________

3. ___________ 4. ___________

✵TestUnit 4 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........

1. ___________ 

2. ___________
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Grammar

B Complete the sentences with the Past
Simple form of the verbs below. 

A Complete the sentences with the Past
Simple form of the verbs in brackets.

1. The plane ___________ (land) safely. 

2. Ellen ___________ (not help) me clean
the house yesterday. 

3. Paul ___________ (run) for the bus, but 
it left without him.

4. ___________ they ___________
(arrive) at 8 o’clock?

5. Pam ___________ (not write) an e-mail
to her friend. 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ 

drive � eat � fly � help � leave
read � ride � watch � say � arrive

1. I ___________ a good book yesterday. 

2. My brother ___________ my parents’
car.

3. The pilot ___________ (not) over the
ocean.

4. They ___________ television on
Saturday night.

5. My mum ___________ that my room
was messy.

6. ___________ your father ___________
you with your homework yesterday?

7. I ___________ (not) late for class.

8. We ___________ fish for dinner last
night.

9. We ___________ the house at
8 o’clock.

10. ___________ Tom ___________ his
bicycle to school yesterday?

Writing
Copy the postcard. Add capital letters, full
stops, commas and question marks. 

C Circle the correct answer.

1. I was / were surprised by her answer. 

2. There was / There were a beautiful dancer. 

3. There wasn’t / There weren’t any taxis. 

4. Was / Were she a famous pilot?

5. Was there / Were there many children at
school?

/ 10

/ 20

Total Score..... /100

/ 10

/ 10

✵TestUnit 4 

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about a holiday you once
had.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________

/ 10

Dear Michael,

Hi!

See you soon!

Tammy

Dear Michael, 

Hi! how are you i’m having a great time in
portugal the beach is beautiful yesterday
we swam rode bicycles and played tennis
See you soon! 
Tammy
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Vocabulary 
A Complete the sentences with the words below. Use the pictures to help you.

C Complete the sentences. 

1. I was not ___________ in the house.
Max was at home, too.

2. The film’s sound ___________ were
great.

3. Why did you ___________ ? It wasn’t
funny!

4. There are two ___________ and four
children in our family.

5. I’m happy that it’s ___________
today. I don’t like the sun.

6. In the ___________ , trees turn
different colours.

7. Some people think that a
___________ lives in that old house.

8. After the ___________ , we had no
electricity for three days.

9. I was scared, but I didn’t
___________ .

10. Car racing is an ___________ sport.
/ 20

/ 10

/ 20

1. Did you ___ the old coin?
a. laugh b. find

2. It often snows in the ___ .
a. winter b. summer

3. I can’t see. Please turn on the ___ .
a. sun b. light

4. Tessa had a bad ___ last night.
a. dream b. coin

5. We haven’t got school in the ___ .
a. summer b. spring

6. My grandfather collects old ___ .
a. storms b. coins

7. Were you ___ when you saw the ghost?
a. scared b. scream

8. They heard ___ , but they didn’t see
anyone.
a. footsteps b. effects

9. The season before winter is ___ .
a. summer b. autumn

10. This TV show is ___ .
a. shout b. boring

adults � alone � autumn � cloudy
effects � exciting � ghost � laugh
scream � storm

✵TestUnit 5 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........

B Circle the correct words.

windy � rainy � sunny � snowy � storm

1

Listen to the ___________ .
It’s scary!

2

I need dark glasses. It’s
___________ outside.

5

Take an umbrella. It’s
___________ outside.

4

On very ___________ days,
we don’t go to school.

3

Be careful! It’s ___________ outside.
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Writing
Circle the correct connector.

/ 20

/ 10

C Choose the correct answer.

1. Were you watching / Did you watch TV
when the telephone was ringing / rang?

2. While Liz was running / ran, she 
was losing / lost her shoe.

3. While I was washing / washed the dishes,
I was breaking / broke a cup.

4. Were they flying / Did they fly the plane
when it was crashing / crashed?

5. We were having / had dinner outside
when it started / was starting to rain.

1. I looked everywhere for my notebook,
because / but I didn’t find it.

2. We’re going to the concert and / but Tim
is coming with us.

3. Leo was scared but / because he heard
loud footsteps.

4. Ed tried to run and / but he fell down.

5. Tracy bought a new stereo but / because
the old one didn’t work.

B Look at the pictures and answer the
questions. Use short answers.

/ 10

Grammar 
A Complete the sentences with the Past

Continuous form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Ann ___________ (teach) me English.

2. Pam ___________ (sing) a song.

3. ___________ you ___________ (buy)
clothes?

4. I ___________ (wash) the dishes at 
8 pm last night.

5. They ___________ (not eat) dinner.

6. Mel ___________ (run) home.

7. We _______________ (not watch) 
a film last night.

8. The boys ___________ (dance) at the
party.

9. ___________ they ___________ (visit)
London on their holiday?

10. Michael ___________ (play) football.

✵TestUnit 5 

1. Was Anna swimming?

_____________________

2. Was John playing football?

_____________________

3. Was the boy riding his bicycle?

_____________________

4. Was Tim washing the dishes?
_____________________

5. Was she sleeping? 

_____________________

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about what you did in
the last school holiday. Use connectors.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________
/ 10

/ 10

Total Score..... /100
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Vocabulary 
A Match the words to the pictures.

1. My tennis ___ is broken.
a. racket b. bat

2. Don’t go ___ without a helmet.
a. swimming b. cycling

3. They tied the horse with a ___ .
a. net b. rope

4. Is it ___ to walk alone at night?
a. fast b. safe

5. You need winter clothes for ___ .
a. skiing b. surfing

6. We go ___ in the ocean.
a. surfing b. golfing

7. It was the ___ accident of the year.
a. safe b. worst

8. Bungee jumping is fun, but ___ .
a. dangerous b. boring

9. Elsa loves ___ because she loves
animals.
a. skiing b. horse-riding

10. Did you watch the tennis ___ ?
a. safe b. demonstration 

/ 10

C Complete the sentences with the words
below.

basketball � bat � win � group
helmet � lesson � net � fast
team � volleyball

1. He wears a ___________ when he
rides his motorcycle.

2. ___________ players are usually very
tall.

3. I’ve got an English ___________ on
Thursday.

4. Many people play ___________ on
the beach.

5. Jim is in the football ___________ . 

6. I like skiing ___________ .

7. You need a ball and a ___________ to
play volleyball.

8. We didn’t ___________ the game last
night.

9. There is a ___________ of children in
the park.

10. He hit the ball with a ___________ .

/ 20
/ 20

✵TestUnit 6 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........

B Circle the correct answer.

racket � boots � net � helmet � bat

1. ___________________

4. ___________________ 5. ___________________

2. ___________________ 3. ___________________
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B Complete the sentences with the
superlative form of the adjectives.

1. Summer is the _______________ (hot)
season.

2. This is the _______________ (good)
restaurant in town.

3. The maths test was the
_______________ (difficult) test this
week.

4. Bungee jumping is the
_______________ (scary) sport.

5. This is the _______________
(interesting) book in the library.

Choose the correct pronouns.

D Write the correct form of the adjectives.

1. Clara is the ___________________
(fast) swimmer in the swimming team.

2. Our pool is ___________________
(small) than an Olympic-size pool.

3. Sky surfing is ___________________
(difficult) than volleyball.

4. Is car racing ___________________
(exciting) than horse-racing?

5. Paris is the ___________________
(beautiful) city in the world.

C Choose the correct words.

1. Parachute jumping is more dangerous /
most dangerous than volleyball.

2. The president is the more important /
most important person in the country.

3. Swimming in a pool is safer / safest than
swimming in a river.

4. Who is the more popular / most popular
student in the class?

5. You are even crazier / craziest than I am!

1. Jane likes football and they / she loves
skiiing.

2. Skiing is exciting, but it / he is difficult.

3. Kevin is popular. She / He is the most
popular boy in the class.

4. Kevin and Jane love cycling. They / It
cycle to school.

5. Did you go to the library? Is she / it
open?

/ 10

/ 10

/ 10

/ 10

Total Score..... /100

✵TestUnit 6 

Grammar 
A Complete the sentences with the

comparative form of the adjectives in
brackets.

1. Ken is two years ______________ (old)
than Jesse.

2. Skiing is ______________ (exciting)
than tennis.

3. New York is ______________ (far)
from Rome than London is.

4. The adventure film was _____________
(interesting) than the love story.

5. Kevin ran ______________ (fast) than
his father.

/ 10

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about sports. 

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________

/ 10

Writing 
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Vocabulary 
A Choose the correct answer.

/ 16
/ 18

C Complete each sentence with the
correct word from the list.

box � chewing gum � cut down
recycled � leaves � mask � plant
stamp � ticket

1. Have you got a ___________ for the
concert?

2. There is a ___________ on the
envelope.

3. The ___________ fell from the tree.

4. ___________ with sugar is bad for your
teeth.

5. People ___________ trees to make
paper.

6. We try to buy ___________ paper.

7. How many trees do they ___________
each year?

8. Anne wore a ___________ to the
Hallowe’en party. 

9. Please put the newspaper in this 

___________ .

✵TestUnit 7 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........

B Match the sentences in A to the
pictures.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

/ 16

1. My mum reads the ___ every day.

a. stamp b. newspaper

2. I use ___ to brush my teeth.

a. toothpaste b. chewing gum

3. Please ___ the paper in half.

a. magazine b. fold

4. This chair has got an unusual ___ .

a. shape b. mask

5. Liz has got a ___ of her favourite rock
star.

a. money b. poster

6. There are two tickets in the ___ .

a. envelope b. glue

7. My hair is dirty. I need some ___ . 

a. shampoo b. furniture

8. We walked in the ___ .

a. forest b. plant
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✵TestUnit 7 

B Complete the sentences with a, an,
some or any.

1. Are there ___________ flowers in the
forest?

2. There is ___________ money on the
desk.

3. Is there ___________ milk in the
kitchen?

4. There is ___________ magazine on the
table.

5. There are ___________ stamps in the
box.

6. There isn’t ___________ chocolate in
the cake.

7. There is ___________ orange in the
fridge.

C Choose the correct answer.

1. How much / How many girls are there in
your group?

2. How much / How many toothpaste do
you use?

3. How much / How many words do you
know in German?

4. How much / How many houses are there
in your street?

5. How much / How many paper is there in
the notebook?

6. How much / How many bottles of juice
did he drink?

/ 14

Writing 
Read the sentences below. Choose the
correct answer.

1. In Sheffield, England, most people
recycle paper and / but glass.

2. Many people don’t like the lorries but /
because they make a lot of noise.

3. There are many apples in the box and /
but there aren’t any oranges. We / They
are on the table.

4. The notebook costs €1. Do you want 
it / her?

Total Score..... /100

/ 12

/ 10

Grammar
A Complete the sentences with There is

or There are.

1. _______________ a poster on the wall.

2. _______________ some sugar in the
coffee.

3. _______________ some shampoo in
the bottle.

4. _______________ some books on the
shelf.

5. _______________ a microwave in the
kitchen.

6. ____________ many leaves on the tree.

7. _______________ an umbrella near the
door. 

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about recycling in your
school, city, town or village.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________
/ 10

/ 14
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✵TestUnit 8 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........

go dancing � watch a film � hear a concert � visit a museum
go shopping � collect things � see an art exhibition � have a party

B Choose the correct words. C Complete the sentences with the words
below.

1. The boys collected drumsticks / concerts
from different bands.

2. Marcy has got a pet mouse / cinema.

3. I love this restaurant. The food is 
good-looking / fantastic !

4. Many artists are going to come to the art
exhibition / sheep.

5. You can use telephone cards / magazines to
make a call.

6. That disco / song is not on my CD. 

7. I want to be a famous / cinema pop star.

8. He wore a mask for the ceremony / cinema.

museum � wheelchairs � good-looking
tooth � collection � rollerblading
fantastic � shopping centre � sheep

1. I bought a TV at the ___________ .

2. ___________ is a fun sport.

3. Tammy has got a large stamp
___________ .

4. That bus has got a lift. It’s for people in
___________ . 

5. Did you see the space shuttle exhibition at
the science ___________ ?

6. ___________ are my favourite animals.

7. My little sister lost her first ___________
yesterday.

8. The concert is going to be ___________ !

9. My favourite actor is very ___________ .
/ 18

/ 16

/ 16

Vocabulary 
A Match the activities to the pictures.

1. _______________ 4. _______________2. _______________ 3. _______________

6. _______________5. _______________ 8. _______________7. _______________
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✵TestUnit 8 

Grammar
A Complete the sentences with the verbs

in brackets. Use be going to.

1. I _______________ (go) to the
amusement park tomorrow.

2. We _______________ (see) the new
adventure film.

3. Sam _______________ (not have)
lunch with us.

4. You _______________ (be) late!

5. Sally and Annabelle _______________
(not have) a party.

C Complete the invitations with in, at or on.

IT ’S TRACY’S PARTY!
It’s 1. __ 6th January 2. __ 6 o’clock
3. __ the evening at Danny’s Disco.

PAUL’S BIRTHDAY

Swimming party 4. __ 10 o’clock 5. __
the morning 6. __ Saturday.

D Answer the questions about C.

1. Who is having a party in the evening?
_______________________________

2. Where is Tracy’s party going to be?
_______________________________

3. When is Paul’s party starting?
_______________________________

4. What are they going to do at Paul’s
party? __________________________

/ 10

Writing 
Number the sentences in the correct order.

__ a. In the afternoon, they are going
rollerblading.  

__ b. Tomorrow is their birthday. 

__ c. At 9.00 pm, Amy is going to the theatre,
but Sue is going to go dancing. 

__ d. Amy and Sue are twins. 

__ e. At 10.00 am, they are going to see a film. 

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about what you are
going to do tomorrow.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________
/ 10

/ 10Total Score..... /100

B Look at Bill’s timetable for tomorrow.
Answer the questions. Use short
answers.

1. Is Bill going shopping at 9.00?

_____________________________

2. Is he going to see a film at 2.00?

_____________________________

3. Are Sue and Bill having lunch at 1.00?

_____________________________

4. Are Sue and David going to go to the
disco?

_____________________________

5. Is Bill going to visit the museum
tomorrow?

_____________________________

/ 10

99..0000 mmuusseeuumm

11..0000 lluunncchh  wwiitthh  SSuuee

22..0000 ffiillmm

44..0000 sshhooppppiinngg

99..0000 ddiissccoo  wwiitthh  DDaavviidd

/ 12

/ 8
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Vocabulary
A Match the words to the pictures.

spaceship � moon � planet � sun � stars � telescope � solar system � comet 

/ 16

1. ____________ 2. ____________ 3. ____________ 4. ____________

5. ____________ 6. ____________ 7. ____________ 8. ____________

B Choose the correct words.

1. Astronauts wear __ .
a. comets b. spacesuits

2. I saw the spaceship take off, but I didn’t 
see it __ .
a. upright b. land

3. Do you think astronauts will go on a __
to Pluto?
a. moon b. mission

4. The sun will use all its __ and become
dark and cold.
a. energy b. telescope

5. Who __ electricity?
a. discovered b. appeared

6. Some people think that __ live on other
planets.
a. astronomers b. aliens

7. It’s not very common to see a __ .
a. star b. comet

8. Mars, Uranus and Mercury are __ .
a. planets b. moons

9. The Moon’s __ is different from Earth’s.
a. astronomer b. atmosphere

/ 18

dark � solar system � reporter
astronomers � robots � star
pollution � telescope

1. He is a ___________ for a small
newspaper.

2. ___________ study the stars.

3. It’s ___________ at night in the forest.

4. The sun is really a ___________ .

5. There is a lot of ___________ in the
air.

6. In the future, ___________ will do
most of the work that people do now.

7. Astronomers use a ___________ to see
the stars.

8. There are nine planets in our
___________ .

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words
below.

/ 16

✵TestUnit 9 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........
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Grammar 
A Complete the sentences with the verbs

in brackets. Use will.

1. We ___________ (see) the comet
tonight.

2. I ___________ (be) a great musician
one day. 

3. Space shuttles ___________ (not land)
on Mars.

4. Scientists ___________ (study) the
atmosphere of the moon.

5. In 100 years, sky surfing ___________
(not be) a popular sport.

/ 10

B Choose the correct time expressions.

1. In the future / Last week, we will travel to
the stars.

2. Scientists will discover other solar
systems last year / soon.

3. I think it will be cloudy tomorrow /
yesterday.

4. We will probably go on a trip 
at the moment / next summer.

5. My friend will probably visit me 
next week / last week.

C Complete the sentences with a suitable
question word.

1. ___________ will you live when you are
20 years old? In India.

2. ___________ will you get a job, in one
year or in two years? In two years.

3. ___________ will you marry? John.

4. ___________ will you work, in an
office or in a shop? In a shop.

5. ___________ will happen in 100 years?

People will live on Mars.

/ 10

Writing
A Read the text. Circle the sentence that

is not relevant.

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about what you will do
when you finish school. Try to include at
least one first conditional.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________
/ 10

/ 10

/ 10

/ 10

/ 10

Total Score..... /100

✵TestUnit 9 

If I win the lottery, I will visit many interesting

countries and learn about different cultures. 

My friend Jane visited Ireland last year. I’ll buy

houses for all of my brothers and a boat for

myself. I’ll buy my parents a swimming pool. 

I won’t stop going to school. I’ll learn many

languages and maybe I’ll be a teacher.

B Read the text again. Circle the best title.

Winning the Lottery � Visiting Countries
Buying Things

D Complete the sentences with the
correct form of the verbs.

1. If we ___________ (go) into space, we
___________ (see) stars and planets.

2. If I ___________ (become) a doctor, I
___________ (discover) new medicines.

3. If we ___________ (hurry), we
___________ (get) to school on time.

4. If you ___________ (not listen), you
___________ (not understand) the
lesson.

5. If you ___________ (not finish) the
story today, I ___________ (help) you.
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Vocabulary
A Match the words to the pictures.

losers � winners � trophy � judge � score � referee � medal � prizes 

/ 16

1. ____________ 2. ____________ 3. ____________ 4. ____________

5. ____________ 6. ____________ 7. ____________ 8. ____________

B Complete the sentences with words 
from A.

1. Jan’s team won. They were the
___________ of the contest.

2. The ___________ was 16-7.

3. She came first in the contest. She won a
big ___________ .

4. The ___________ gives the participants
points for their performance.

5. Medals and trophies are ___________ .

6. The participants with the lowest points
are the ___________ .

7. The ___________ stopped the game
when the player fell.

8. The players are each wearing a
___________ around their necks.

/ 16

1. The European countries have a music
festival / career every year.

2. Each year, one organiser / country wins
the Eurovision Song Competition.

3. The countries win / select the song that
they want to enter in the contest.

4. In a contest / proof, people compete
against each other for first place.

5. She had a long and successful career /
contest in films.

6. They were very valuable / puzzled by his
answer.

7. His dream / competition is to be a
famous gymnast.

8. Children should respect / unite their
parents.

9. He is studying success / photography at
university.

C Choose the correct answer.

/ 18

✵TestUnit 10 Name....................................

Class ............ Score ...........
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Grammar 
A Complete the sentences with can, can’t,

could or couldn’t.

1. I ___________ play tennis when I was
10 years old. I learned when I was 8.

2. She ___________ swim well. She wins
lots of races.

3. He is a pilot. He ___________ fly a
plane.

4. He ___________ speak Italian. He isn’t
good at languages.

5. They ___________ dance five years
ago, but now they dance very well.

/ 10

B Circle the correct answer.

1. She shouldn’t / should come home late.
Her mother will worry.

2. You shouldn’t / should try that cake. 
It’s really good.

3. You must / mustn’t do your homework
before you watch television.

4. I should / mustn’t study today. I’ve got a
test tomorrow.

5. We should / shouldn’t eat so much. 
It’s not healthy.

C Write the words in the correct order to
make sentences.

1. leave / we / now / must / ?

_______________________________

2. I / coat / take / should / a / ?

_______________________________

3. those / shouldn’t / chips / eat / you / .

_______________________________

4. you / car / can / drive / a / ?

_______________________________

5. anyone / mustn’t / tell / you / .

_______________________________

Writing
Choose the correct connectors.

/ 10

/ 10

/ 10

/ 10

Total Score..... /100

✵TestUnit 10

1. Do you take photos of elephants but /
and lions? 

2. I decided to participate because / and
I love competitions.

3. He plays football and / but basketball.

4. I like cheese, because / but I don’t want
any in my hamburger.

5. She didn’t go out and / because it was
raining.

D Choose the correct modals.

1. When I was young, I can / could run
fast.

2. I couldn’t / should speak to my teacher
tomorrow.

3. Some fish can / should jump out of the
water.

4. I must / can’t do bungee jumping. 
I’m afraid.

5. You mustn’t / can cross the road when
the light is red.

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about what you must,
mustn’t, should or shouldn’t do at home.
Use connectors.

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

3. _______________________________

4. _______________________________

5. _______________________________

/ 10



  

VOCABULARY 

1 Circle the correct answers. 

1. You can run on the beach / waterfall. 

2. You can swim in a jungle / lake. 

3. You can climb a river / mountain. 

4. You can’t find much water in the desert / ocean. 

5. You can walk under trees in the sea / forest. 

6. He lives on a small island / lake in the Pacific Ocean. 

2 Circle the word that doesn’t belong in each group. 

1. mountain • river • waterfall 

2. forest • jungle • desert 

3. ocean • lake • island 

3 Circle the correct answers. 

1. build / die a house 

2. try / lose your best 

3. live / win in the city 

4. survive / compete at sport 

5. win / begin a prize 

6. finish / destroy a forest 

7. begin / live a holiday 

8. lose / destroy a race 

9. build / finish a book 

10. survive / die a tornado 

4 Complete the sentences with the words below. 

mountain • desert • beach • lake 

1. Let’s go to the ....................... and swim in the sea. beach 

2. We can swim in the ....................... . 

3. It is difficult to climb a ....................... . 

4. There isn’t a lot of rain in the ....................... . 
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GRAMMAR 

5 Complete the sentences with can, can’t, could or couldn’t. Make them true for you. 

1. I ....................... run fast. 

2. I ....................... fly a plane. 

3. I ....................... read when I was five. 

4. I ....................... ride a bike. 

5. I ....................... speak Chinese. 

6. I ....................... play the guitar a year ago. 

7. I ....................... write e-mails when I was ten. 

6 Match A to B to make sentences. 

 A B 

1. He can ...... a. stop at a red light. 

2. You must ...... b. study for the test. 

3. She could ...... c. swim quickly. 1 

4. We should ...... d. destroy the forest. 

5. People mustn’t ...... e. speak English three years ago. 

7 Choose the correct answer. 

1. It is raining. You ...... take an umbrella. 

 a. should b. can c. could 

2. Children ...... go to school. 

 a. can’t  b. could c. must 

3. Sally ...... walk when she was 10 months old. 

 a. shouldn’t b. couldn’t c. can’t 

4. He ...... eat ten hamburgers. Watch! 

 a. can b. should c. could 

5. The boy ...... break the window. 

 a. shouldn’t  b. can’t c. mustn’t 

6. John ...... ride a bicycle well. 

 a. can’t b. shouldn’t c. mustn’t 
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VOCABULARY 

1 Circle the correct adjectives. 

1. This road is too narrow / wide for lorries. 

2. Brad Pitt is a short / handsome actor. 

3. Ray’s got dark eyes but his hair is light / beautiful. 

4. This dress is ugly / perfect! I’m buying it. 

5. You are only 15. You’re too old / young to ride a motorcycle. 

6. Jamie is so tall / beautiful. Does he play basketball? 

2 Complete the job descriptions with the words below. 

hairdresser • dentist • tattoo artist 
model • optician • fitness trainer 

 
 
 
 

 I work in a sports club.  
I’m a ................................. . fitness trainer 

1 

 
2 

 I wear beautiful clothes.  
I’m a ................................. . 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 I wash and cut hair.  
I’m a ................................. . 

3 

 I put designs on peoples’ bodies. 
I’m a ................................. . 

4 

 I test people’s eyes.  
I’m an ................................. . 

5 

6 

 People come to me when 
their teeth hurt. I’m a 
................................. .
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GRAMMAR 

3 Complete the sentences. Use the comparative form of the adjectives in brackets. 

1. Cindy’s hat is .............................. (dark) mine. darker than 

2. Snakes are .............................. (dangerous) rats. 

3. The blue trousers are .............................. (long) the black trousers. 

4. Mark is .............................. (clever) his brother. 

5. German is .............................. (difficult) English. 

4 Write sentences with the words below. Use the comparative form of the adjectives. 

1. a lorry / big / a van 

 ........................................................................ A lorry is bigger than a van. 

2. computer games / interesting / homework 

 ........................................................................ 

3. summer / hot / spring 

 ........................................................................ 

4. Australia / large / France 

 ........................................................................ 

5. deserts / dry / jungles 

 ........................................................................ 

5 Complete the sentences with a comparative adjective. Make the sentences true for you. 

1. I am ............................ than my friend. 

2. My teacher is ............................ than me. 

3. My friend’s eyes are ............................ than mine. 

4. ............................ is a better singer than me. 

5. My hair is ............................ than my friend’s. 

6. I think ............................ is more difficult than maths. 
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VOCABULARY 

1 Complete the puzzle. 

  1 2 3         

              

  4            

              
5 6          7  

              

              
             8

             9

             10

             11

             12

              

  f i r e p l a c e    

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

Across  Down  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  
  

 

1 5 8 10 2 7 

 

 

4 6 9 12 3 11 

 

2 Complete the sentences with the words below. 

furniture • curtains • floor 
sheet • walls • candles 

1. I opened the ....................... and looked out of the window. 

2. Did you put a clean ....................... on the bed? 
3. Years ago, people used ....................... for light. 

4. Take off your shoes. I washed the ........................ . 

5. The only ....................... in the room was a chair. 

6. I want to paint the ......................... of my room pink. 

 

curtains 
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GRAMMAR 

3 Complete the sentences. Use be going to and the verbs below. 

buy • drive • meet • not go • have 

1. My family ................................. to the lake tomorrow. 

2. We ................................. dancing at the disco on Friday night. 

3. Jill and her friends ................................. a party next month. 

4. I ................................. my girlfriend at the beach on Saturday. 
5. ................................. you ................................. new jeans for the party? 

4 Complete the dialogues. Use the Present Continuous with future meaning. 

1. ........................ you ....................... (come) to the old house tonight? 

 No, I ....................... . It’s scary. 

2. ....................... your family ....................... (drive) to the mountain tomorrow? 

 No, we ....................... . We ....................... (stay) home. 

3. ....................... Susie ...................... (fly) to London this summer? 

 Yes, she ....................... . She ....................... (go) in July. 

is going to drive 

Are comi  ng  TINA 

  CINDY 

  JOHN 

  TOM 

  PAMELA 

  SAM 

’m not 

5 Complete the sentences. Make them true for you. Use be going to or the Present Continuous 
with future meaning. 

1. Next week, I ...................................................................... . 

2. Tomorrow, my friends and I ............................................. . 
3. Next summer, my family .................................................. . 

4. At the weekend, my friend ................................................ . 

5. In an hour, I ....................................................................... . 
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VOCABULARY 

1 Complete each sentence with a job. 

1. A ............................. likes fast cars. 

2. An ............................. paints pictures. 

3. An ............................. performs in theatres. 

4. A ............................. flies aeroplanes. 
5. A ............................. and a ............................. look for robbers. 

6. A ............................. performs in concerts. 

7. A ............................. helps sick people. 

8. An ............................. helps to plan buildings. 

2 Complete the sentences with the words below. 

be embarrassed • get married • famous 
popular • fail the exam • win money 

racing driver 

1. Everyone likes Joe. He is very .............................. . 
2. If I .............................. , I’ll buy a big car. 

popular 

3. I hope I’ll fall in love and .............................. . 

4. If you don’t study, you’ll .............................. . 

5. I hope they won’t ask me to sing. I’ll .............................. ! 

6. Everyone knows Madonna. She is .............................. . 

GRAMMAR 

3 Complete the questions. Use will and the verbs in brackets. 

1. ....................... people ....................... (live) on the moon in the future? 

2. ....................... you ....................... (pass) the next English exam? 
3. ....................... it ....................... (rain) on Saturday? 

4. ....................... you ....................... (be) famous one day? 

5. ....................... your parents ....................... (win) the lottery? 

Will live 
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4 Answer the questions in Exercise 3. 

1. .......................................................................... 

2. .......................................................................... 
3. .......................................................................... 

4. .......................................................................... 

5. .......................................................................... 

5 Match A to B to make sentences. 

 A B 
1. If I buy that dress, ...... a. if you climb the tree. 
2. You will fall ...... b. he will get a medal. 

3. You’ll be late ...... c. if it is sunny. 

4. If Don wins the race, ...... d. I will wear it for the party. 

5. We will go swimming ...... e. if you don’t hurry. 

6 Complete the sentences. Use the First Conditional. 

1. If Wendy ............................ (eat) more salad, she’ll feel better. 
2. If the rain doesn’t stop, we ............................ (not go) to the beach. 

3. If it ............................ (be) hot tomorrow, we’ll go on a picnic. 

4. If she studies, she ............................ (pass) the exam. 

5. If you listen to this song, you ............................ (like) it. 

1 

eats 
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